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To do: 

- Explore and register a few scenarios for the EV market. 

- Register the Mission and Vision statements, and the values / principles of the company you're 

researching, if available. If this information is not available, please create it. 

 

 While researching scenarios for the EV market, some basic questions must be answered 

before defining the strategy. For instance, where do we compete? What unique value do we 

bring? What resources or capabilities are we using? And how do we sustain unique value? 

 First of all and in general terms, the EV market is a global, fast-growing and highly 

competitive market. In this moment, Tesla globally stands as the top company, having up to 28 

of the market share – these are date from the first half of 2020. Quite recently, in January 2021, 

at least in Europe, Tesla’s market share was crumbling and the company lost the top spot for 

China. For the EV market, Tesla has high consumer damand because it brings innovative 

technology, modern design and high performance; and these unique values are those which are 

considered to be the ones that make the company still top competitor. By the way, as a form of 

sustaining its unique value, Tesla is ahead selling the best in class electric vehicles, working with 

advanced EV technology and solar energy systems.  

 But now we should turn our attention to the specific company for the individual research 

– in this case, Hyliion (spells “Hi-LEE-on”, for Hybrid-Lithium-Ion). Hyliion is an EV company which 

specializes in comercial transportation industry, producing highly efficient trucks with zero or 

even negative carbon emissions, which also significantly reduce operating costs over time. 

Therefore, Hyliion wants to be recognized as a green company of the EV market. 

 In Hyllion’s website, it is quite simple to understand their Mission and Vision, as it is 

stressed in their “About” tab: 

 Hyliion’s Mission: be the leading provider of electrified powertrain solutions for the 

commercial transportation industry; 



 Hyliion’s Vision: a global net-carbon-negative commercial transportation industry; 

 Hyliion’s Values: deliver the practical advantages of hybrid and electric technology to 

commercial fleets; accelerate innovation and reduce costs in commercial transportation and 

logistics; be a technology leader in the global fight against climate change by delivering solutions 

that reduce or negate carbon emissions. 

 Considering the clear exposition of their Mission, Vision and Values, there was no need 

to create them during the research. 

 


